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Council District number and neighborhoods represented 
District 33, Greenpoint, Williamsburg, Navy Yard, Dumbo, Vinegar Hill, Brooklyn Heights, 
Downtown Brooklyn, Boerum Hill and Gowanus. 
 

How long have you lived in the above district? 
I am a native Greenpointer, a digital marketing freelancer for small businesses, and a first-
generation American, with parents from Guatemala and Poland. (My father was a DC37 
Electrical Engineer for DEP, and my mother was a housekeeper.) 

I attended grammar and middle school here in Greenpoint and Williamsburg, and speak both 
Polish and Spanish at home. I gained a full scholarship to Skidmore College, and later received 
my Masters Degree at the University of York in England. Afterwards, I began a career in Digital 
Marketing in London. 

After the devastating 2016 election, I moved back home to Greenpoint, knowing that I had to 
fight for our district and our community to warn & fight against the neoliberal policies that have 
brought about the suffering of the working class, and the space for Trumpian politics to thrive 
both locally & nationally. 

 
Why do you want to serve as a member of the NYC Council? 
I’m running because our district—and Brooklyn—can’t survive if it stays on the “real-estate 
first” course it’s been heading, and candidates tied to the current administration will be an 
unsustainable continuation of that.  I’m running because I have a stake in whether this district 
thrives for the next generations: I’m both a District 33 lifer, a daughter of immigrants, and a 
community activist who has been on the ground working to solve serious issues with sound 
policy and a people-first approach.  
 
It's also important to understand why District 33 is so vital to the success of our entire City 
Council. The Council's main responsibilities are to pass the budget, pass legislation, and make 
land use decisions. These are the three most consequential responsibilities that permeate every 
aspect of our lives and the future of NYC. District 33 is not only an important bulwark against 
the inland flooding of gentrification further into Brooklyn, it is also a template, nicknamed the 
"Williamsburg blueprint" by developers, for using rezoning policies to displace low-income 
residents under the guise of "affordable housing." 
 



It's high time we change the course of neoliberal trickle-down politics, which permeate every 
aspect of District 33, and shake our residents from the slumber of white liberalism, which 
purports to fight for social justice issues while ignoring the root cause of these injustices - land 
use policy & economic policy. 
 

What civic and political organizations are you involved with in the district? 
 
 

• Elected Judicial Delegate in both 2019 and 2020  
• Elected to represent the Kings County Democratic County Committee’s 26th Electoral 

District in both 2018 and 2020. 
• Non-board member of CB1’s Women’s Issues Committee. 
• Member of North Brooklyn DSA. 
• Former Digital Director and current member of North Brooklyn Progressive Democrats. 
• Volunteer and member of several community organization and activist groups, including: 

Housing Justice for All, Sustainable Williamsburg, Equality for Flatbush, several 
mutual aid groups, and Planned Parenthood. 

 
What have you accomplished in public life that you are most proud of? 
 
My proudest accomplishments so far have been in my work everyday on the ground. Looking 
back on the years of struggle, standing in rain, snow, heat and throughout the night to fight for 
social justice and againsts the blind greed of developers, I have spent countless hours serving the 
public. While I can list legislation & bills that I have written, lobbied for and worked to pass, the 
real work is in the everyday life of our community. Getting phone calls in the middle of the night 
to show up in front of the 94th precinct for jail support, organizing to get anti-semites racists, 
Proud Boys & other hate groups out of our neighborhood, getting tenants representation & 
support when facing eviction & harassment, getting domestic violence victims a place to stay at 
3AM, helping homeowners learn their rights when developers damage their buildings. These are 
the things that I am most proud of because they are the heart and soul of public service. 
 

Why do you want New Kings Democrats’ endorsement? 
 
NKD has been an important voice for progressive politics in Brooklyn for over a decade, and 
your role in pushing for political reform within our County has been a boon to progressive 
changes we are now seeing. We all still have a lot of work to do, but even in the last year, we 
have seen the election of new district leaders, and hundreds of Rep Your Block County 
Committee members begin to turn the tide of establishment control over our democratic body. 
This work must be supported on all levels of government, and the City Council can help that 
cause by amplifying the goals of reforming the party internally, and bringing more people into 
the fold through outreach. 
 
Are you accepting campaign contributions from law enforcement unions? 
Absolutely NOT. 
 



Of the elected officials in the NYC Council, who do you admire most and why? 
 
I don't admire or praise any elected officials - that is a slippery slope that leads to a politics of 
insiders and outsiders, and the people are always on the outside in that scenario. As a political 
class, clubs and members must check our representatives on a constant basis, because they can 
change course against us over a simple decision like the promise of a congressional seat. 
 
What is one fun fact about you? 
 
I received a trophy last year for being Most Harassed By Dickheads - given to me by a local 
Greenpoint artist who appreciated my work against anti-semites, racists and homophobes who 
continue to plague my life, on and offline (Photo attached). 
 

What endorsements have you received from publications, electeds, community leaders, or 
political organizations? 
 
 

• Tom Angotti, Professor Emeritus as Hunter College and the City University of New 
York, & author of several books on City Planning 

• David Galarza Santa, Labor Organizer & Puerto Rican Community Activist 
• Molly Crabapple, Award-winning Artist, Author & Illustrative Journalist 
• Marty Needleman, former Co-Executive Director and Chief Counsel at Brooklyn Legal 

Services Corporation A 
• America Carlota Ruiz, Community Activist in Southside Williamsburg 
• Sonia Velasquez, Anti-gentrification Activist, Founder of YNCCA 
• Deborah Spiroff, Victims Advocate at Wykoff/Woodhull hospitals, & Plaintiff in Spiroff 

v. Exxon, which determined the $58m settlement over Newtown Creek superfund site 
• Jan Peterson, Founder & Director of the National Congress for Neighborhood Women, 

and Chair of CB1 Women’s Issues Committee 
• David Leichter, Resident at NYCHA Independence Houses & Community Activist 
• Micheal White & Carolyn McIntyre, Co-founders of Citizens Defending Libraries & 

Bklyn Heights Activists 
• Izabela Barry, Polish American Activist & Librarian at Greenpoint Library 
• Lee Ornati, DSA Member, Community Activist, & Cofounder of Teddy’s Bar & Grill 
• Manuel Zuniga, Greenpoint Community Organizer & Liaison with WAPP, Los Sures & 

NAG 
• Lucy Koteen, Fort Greene Community Activist and Environmentalist 

 
In addition to these community leadership endorsements, which I consider the most important 
indicator of local support, I have also been endorsed by activist groups like Future Steps US and 
Brooklyn Progressive Alliance, which are made up of primarily BIPOC activists who I have 
worked alongside for many years.  
 



New Kings Democrats has proposed several rules changes to be considered by the County 
Committee. Do you support the proposals? If elected, will you advocate for these and other 
reforms that democratize power within the County Committee? 
 
Yes, I signed on to support each and every petition, action, and lawsuit issued against the party 
last year for denying non-binary participation in elections, refusing to hold mandated County 
meetings, not disclosing fianancial information, and denying voting access to County members. 
These are the last resorts of desperate leaders, and that is why the vigorous pushback we all 
participated in last year is so necessary. I will absolutely continue to support and advocate on 
behalf of constituents and fellow Democrats in any capacity, but most especially as an elected 
official. 
 
How much money have you raised for this campaign? What are the major sources?  
 
We have raised $19,047 to date, from 332 individual donors, with a majority of our donations 
coming from in and around our district in Brooklyn. While my neighbors, family and friends 
were dying of a global pandemic, and millions lost jobs all around us, I determined that it was 
incredibly unethical and irresponsible to ask my mainly working class network to donate to a 
political campaign. I therefore made an ethical decision not to fundraise from March through 
Dec 1st, and we raised over $10k only in the last six weeks. 
 
What is your vision for the Brooklyn Democratic Party? 
 
The Brooklyn Democratic Party is at an impasse - it can no longer hold onto the reins of power 
that are quickly slipping away, nor can it continue to make power deals that are respected by 
insiders or outsiders. It is in financial strain, as we witnessed in the 26th hour of the last County 
Committee meeting, and lacks the stability of trust and transparency that can build it back up 
again. It is therefore incumbent upon us as leaders, County Committee members, and Democratic 
voters to finally pull the party into the 21st century, and demand new leadership. That will not be 
as difficult as it has seemed before, and it is also important that who we propose to take those 
reins is dedicated to building the trust and transparency that the party has lacked for so many 
decades.  
 
Only then, can we begin to see the largest Dem Party County fulfill its duty to democratic 
leadership, financial stability, and bringing more people into the party through voter outreach. A 
robust and fully activated party can change not only our politics, but the lives of all New 
Yorkers. 
 

What would you do to reform the Land Use process to promote racial and social equity? 
 
Land-use is the place at which all other social justice issues intersect, whether it is, education, 
senior services, over policing, or domestic violence;  all of these issues are tied up in how our 
built environment is decided.  The process, as it stands today, fails to promote racial and social 
equity within our community. 



Substantively, we must reform ULURP through real community input and a seat at the table. WE 
must introduce an Office of Community Planning, and use that office in conjunction with a 
Comprehensive City Plan to give voice to equal sides.  

With these reforms, community members and stakeholders would immediately become aware of 
an application, and would guide the process throughout the life of the application,  before City 
Planning provides their final approval. To state it simply: the most affected constituents should 
be heard first--not last--when land use decisions are being made, and the process must become 
both democratic and transparent.  Additionally, there should be an appeals process after a 
decision is formally made. 

Finally, the City Council must end the tradition of member deference, which can be good and 
bad depending on the priorities of the specific Council member.  When a single Council member 
makes a decision on land use in their district, it can set a dangerous precedent for the entire city, 
and should therefore be debated and decided democratically.  
 
What are your recovery priorities for the district related to the COVID-19 pandemic? 
 
Covid-19 exacerbated (but did not create) the current fiscal crisis. Accordingly, the framework 
for making sure that our economic recovery from the Covid Recession benefits the district, and 
not just the wealthy few, requires re-prioritizing the city’s budget as well as refraining from 
engaging in austerity measures.  

Austerity during this crisis will make things worse for the most vulnerable, as commercial and 
residential rents will rise up and eventually burst, causing a further downward economic and 
social cycle.   
 
In order to avoid that outcome, we must affirmatively invest in social programs, education, 
healthcare and public infrastructure. The path to doing so is by re-prioritizing the city’s budget 
away from billionaire giveaways and subsidies, and to use that money to invest in working and 
middle class jobs, infrastructure, and shoring up our public assets.  
 

In reviewing the NYC Budget, what specific categories do you think should be either cut or 
increased to help the city’s current economic predicament? 
 
We have divested from public resources and assets for too long, which has starved the city of its 
most important functions to make our district a more equitable, sustainable, and liveable place, 
while putting that money into the politics of real estate interests and developers. 
Public schools have been poorly funded in NYC for many decades, however they were 
disproportionately hit by defunding because of the siphoning of public funds into charter schools, 
which has led to segregation, high turnover rate of teachers who aren’t protected by unions, and 
overall decline of services. Removing officers from public schools, and giving that allocated 
amount to schools for social services, nurses and other healthcare personnel will allow for our 
students to recover from the trauma of the past year.  
Additionally, the NYPD’s budget is bloated because we have divested from other areas of our 
City, and placed those responsibilities within the NYPD’s purview.  Moving certain functions 



away from the NYPD would reduce their budget, while increasing the budget of the agency 
which becomes responsible for the function. This includes:  

• 1) removing officers from schools, the MTA and hospitals; 2)  moving responsibility for 
911 calls relating to mental health issues to medical and community entities; and  3) 
ensuring that overtime budgets are not abused by initiating regular auditing and 
assessments. Officers should not be allowed to serve more than 8-hour shifts per day, nor 
should they be allowed to issue summonses at 6pm when their shift ends in order to 
receive overtime to finish paperwork.  

 
I will also examine the Capital Appropriations Budget, and review the budget size and project 
contracts within the MTA, the DOC, The Department of City Planning,and the NYCEDC. These 
areas have seen increases both in Operational and Capital Appropriations budgets that are not in 
line with the vision for NYC that will create an equitable, stable and sustainable City. 
 

Do you support cancelling rent for tenants and small business owners during the COVID-19 
pandemic? 
 

I am in favor of a People’s Bailout by taxing the rich, which would help commercial and 
residential tenants, as well as small homeowners with rent, who are the last vestige of affordable 
housing within our district.   
 
We cannot have a repeat of the 2008 crash, when small homeowners were forced to sell in 
droves in our district, and unscrupulous LLCs bought, flipped, and raised rents across the city.  
 
A large percentage of small business rents also consist of a landlord’s property taxes. We must 
therefore work to implement a temporary property tax abatement for commercial landlords, so 
that these savings can be given directly to small businesses to weather this crisis, and I would 
work with State legislators to pass this legislation in Albany.  
 
What housing issues specific to  your council district concern you most, and how would you 
address them if elected? 
Housing is a human right. Here are a number of issues that exist and how I would work to 
address them: 

• Zoning Moratorium. First, we must place an immediate moratorium on all rezonings 
and spot zonings for the next five years while we recover from Covid. These projects 
consume immense time, effort, and tax dollars at a time when we are in desperate need of 
those resources in other areas. Affordable housing is a misnomer, & is far below the 
threshold of needs and in deep discrepancy with wages.  

• Use of Community AMI.  The level for determining “affordability” for housing built on 
public land uses AMI, which is skewed far too high,  and means that most working-class 
families in my district are not eligible for housing in any of the new units that are made 
available through public-private partnerships.  Affordability should be based on CAMI 
(Community-based Area Median Income), which would be determined by Community 
Board districts, or Council districts. 



• MIH.  I do not believe the MIH program does anything for affordability, and in many 
cases allows developers to double dip into both the 421-A and MIH programs for 
maximum subsidies and tax abatements. We can’t afford these massive giveaways any 
longer, and the community does not get enough in return to make these programs viable. 
Instead of using these subsidies for public-private partnerships, I believe we should be 
using our infrastructure investment tools like capital appropriations budgets, to build 
housing for essential persons ourselves. That means that homecare workers, nurses, 
delivery persons, bartenders and cleaning ladies like my mom could be eligible for 
housing 

• NYCHA.  The federal government has been defunding and managing the decline of 
NYCHA for several decades. I oppose the RAD programs--which allows developers to 
leverage these properties to expand their portfolios-- because they are a short-term 
solution that takes away all future value of the land from the public sector. While the City 
cannot meet the $30b deficit of funds needed for NYCHA today, the city has control 
of  the land that NYCHA buildings sit on. This area is where the Council has been 
leading the charge in privatization through RAD programs.  Additionally, a non-federal 
mechanism through which the City Council can contribute alongside the State and 
Federal government is to use capital appropriations for infrastructure improvements, 
which it has total and complete control over today.  

• Right to Counsel Program.  I would work to immediately expand the right to counsel in 
housing court to all zip codes, regardless of the tenant’s income, as we have an eviction 
crisis throughout Brooklyn, and outcomes in housing court are severely changed when 
both parties are represented by counsel. 

 
What specific racial justice issues are impacting the district and how would you address them as 
a Council Member? 
 
There are a number of issues.  First, there must be a comprehensive redistricting of our public 
schools so that we can finally end racial segregation. Second, CUNY must become tuition-free to 
end educational inequality in the college and graduate environment.  Third, racist rezonings, 
displacement, and criminal justice failures are in essence racial justice issues which profoundly 
impact the people of this district.  
 

What criminal justice reforms would you like to see the Council implement? 
 
The following items must be occur in order to reform our criminal justice system: 

No New Jails. The human desire for physical safety is present in all of us, but building multiple 
new jails does nothing to advance the safety of our community and homes: it perpetuates a 
culture of demonization of BIPOC and immigrant communities, and leads to over-policing. 
Accordingly, I will do everything in my power to stop the project, and to distribute the funding 
into community-based groups that work towards creating a city that is livable, safe, and equitable 
in its division of resources. 



NYPD Reform. The NYPD fields a massive number (around 60%) of calls relating to mental 
health crises. That’s a recipe for disaster, and I support the use of medical and community 
professionals responding to such calls. 

A Proactive Approach to Hate Groups and Hate Crimes. There is a rising threat from hate 
groups and violent extremists in the city, such as the Proud Boys and the Patriot Front in my very 
own Greenpoint.  Greater scrutiny (consistent with First Amendment and civil-liberties 
protections) should be given to these groups by the NYPD, and reporting should be taken more 
seriously. 

 
If elected, what will your top three legislative and budgetary priorities be while in office? 
 
 My top three priorities are Reforming Land Use, Economic Recovery and Sustainability.  The 
first two are addressed in earlier questions, and we need local Green New Deal from Greenpoint 
to Gowanus to tackle climate change and create jobs: 
 
 

• Creating Green-Collar Jobs.  We must invest in green public works projects such as 
retrofitting our public buildings and mandating union labor with LEED certification to be 
contracted in new mega-projects involving city subsidies.  

• Investing in Green Tech. We must invest in solar power and other green technologies to 
reduce the district’s carbon footprint. Investing in green tech also requires moving away 
from fracked-gas pipelines currently invading our district, and introducing legislation in 
the Council that will curb the effects of pollution in our district’s air, soil, and water. 

• Combating Pollution.  We can’t afford another Superstorm Sandy, which is 
inevitable.  That’s why we must invest in natural underwater barriers by creating 
biodiverse habitats that prevent inland flooding, and stop building large concrete barriers 
which only exacerbate eventual inland flooding.  

• Superfund and Remediation Sites. We must work with the State and City 
environmental departments so that they are properly resourced and able to remediate our 
toxic environmental sites, and ensure a clean environment in a timely manner.  

 
What are some of the best ways you think New York City residents can best participate in civic 
life? 

The most fundamental ways are - registering to vote, voting, and attending community board 
meetings. Though, to progress towards a more equitable city, residents must become more 
involved in order to have their voices heard and create positive impact in our communities.  
 
First, people need to be in a position to want to give back and become involved. If someone is 
worried about paying rent, putting food on the table, or just plain making ends meet, they have 
more immediate things to worry about than to get involved. As community leaders, it is our 
responsibility to advocate for the most vulnerable in our community and make sure they have 
access to resources that can stabilize their subsistence.  
 



Civic engagement inescapably means community engagement. Therefore, the best ways for New 
York City residents to participate in civic life is in ways that are best for them, their families, and 
their communities. In a city as diverse as ours, the ways to get involved are innumerable. 
Whether these groups center around religion, culture, philanthropic, education, or entertainment; 
every little bit counts towards creating a brighter future for all NYC residents. 
 
Please review NKD’s voting rights platform: 
https://www.newkingsdemocrats.com/voting_rights. In what ways would you like to expand 
voting access, and how can you do this as a member of the NYC Council? 

Expanding voting access is absolutely essential for strengthening our democracy and making 
sure the people of our communities are heard. I think NKD’s voting right’s platform provides 
imperative updates to the archaic policies structuring this foundational process. As 
councilwoman, I will continue to fight to make sure that we are moving forward towards 
inclusion and empowering the people of District 33 in the fundamental, democratic voting 
process 

What are the greatest opportunities and challenges facing the district? 

The greatest challenge facing our district is the overwhelming land use and housing situation 
which is severely harming our neighbors. 

The greatest opportunity at this moment is to change the course of neoliberal politics by 
reversing the racist land use policies and its history of erasing low-income working class BIPOC 
communities.  

What will you do to help reach more gender equity within the NYC Council? 

There has never been a woman representing the 33rd District, and our election will break ground 
in that area.  Beyond gender equity, we need to ensure diversity of all identities in the NYC 
Council, because this diversity will allow for issues that are often neglected by privileged white 
men (at times through negligence, but mainly because they have experienced the pain of 
discrimination), to be put at the forefront.  

What is your perspective on, and what would be your plan regarding, the funding of the NYPD? 

Please see the above answer concerning criminal justice matters. 

What is one thing you would do to make New York City government more transparent, 
accountable, or inclusive? 

As stated above, ULURP is not a transparent process.  Accordingly, I would reform the process 
as outlined.  

 
 


